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Instructions:
1. Attempt all questions.
2. Make suitable assumptions wherever necessary.
3. Figures to the right indicate full marks.
4. English version is Authentic

Q-1 (a) Write down seven importance of oral communication.

[07]

(b) Give one word for the following.
1. One who believes in God.
2. A place where sick people are treated.
3. A person who prepares designs of building.
4. A disease which affects large area.
5. Words inscribed on the tomb of a man.
6. One who does not know how to read and write
7. One who is present at the same time everywhere
Q.2 (a) Write synonyms of the following. (Any seven)
1. tiny
6. liberal
2. Tragic
7 decorate
3. calm
8. shy
4. alien
9. guilt
5. Rural
10. luxury
(b)
Write antonyms of the following.(Any seven )
1. wild
6 Optimistic
2. legal
7 heavy
3. entrance
8 general
4. mobile
9 Honest
5. joy
10 beautiful
OR
(b)
Write antonyms of the following.(Any seven )
1.
belief
6 hard
2.
cruel
7 maximum
3.
Descend
8 liquid
4.
Inhale
9 failure
5.
increase
10 interesting
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Q.3
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Give meaning of the following idioms and use them in your sentences.
( Any seven )
A burning question
A red letter day
A child’s play
To bell the cat.
In black and white.
Look after.
To call a spade a spade.
To kill two birds with one stone.
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OR
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Q.5
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5.
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Give one word for the following and use it in your sentences.
A man who is not married.
One who has unlimited power.
That which easily catches fire.
A tank for fishes and water plants.
One who is generally liked or admired by people.
The act of killing any person.
The science of reasoning.
The science of life
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Write meanings of the following pairs of words and use them in your
Sentence. ( Any seven)
peace – piece
6 fair - fare
Air – ere
7 prey-pray
loose- lose
8 floor - flour
dairy – diary
9 loan - lone
check – cheque
10 patrol - petrol
OR
Write meanings of the following pairs of words and use them in your
Sentence. ( Any seven)
practice – practice
6 later - letter
dose – doze
7 gaol - goal
heal-heel
8 idle - idol
physic – physics
9 marry - merry
berth – birth
10 plain -plane

[14]

Convert the following sentences from one tense to another[any 7]
Aum goes to college everyday. [turn into present continuous tense]
We will have visited the museum at this time tomorrow.[future continuous]
How many students will join the tour ? [ future perfect ]
Nupur is writing for half an hour. [present perfect continuous]
Have you joined dance class ? [past tense ]
Will the contractor construct the house ? [ past perfect ]
Students were reading their books. [ simple future ]
Stuti eats an ice-cream. [past continuous]
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OR
Q.5

Give the meaning of the following confused words [any 3]
1
opposite – apposie
2
beer – bear
3
cite - sight
4
cast – caste
[B] Translate the following paragraph into gujarati/Hindi
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God becomes the friend of a person who moves on. The man Should not only sleep,should
not only sit down, should not only stand up, but Should move and always
work hard. The luck of only the hard working man Moves on and on. Only the hard
working man rises up. He gets better and Better position, more and more wealth and
more and more prosperity. Only such Man gets success. So, always moves on and on for the
betterment of our life.
*******************

